About LawSoft:

LawSoft, Inc. was formed in 2002, however the LawSoft CAD / RMS software solution has been utilized for more than a decade. This system was created out of the necessity for a record management system that was conceived not only from a police officer’s perspective, but by a police officer that used the system day in and day out. In doing so the bugs that are so evident in most other systems have been worked out many years ago. What has evolved is a seamless and streamlined solution that allows the flow of information to instantly populate all of your reports, thus eliminating redundant data entry. Retrieving information is just as easy. Once reports are created you can take advantage of the Case Management feature that will allow you see all the reports created under a case number. This makes discovery requests and court case preparation an easy task to handle. With built in email, sending reports (with encrypted passwords) to other agencies is a snap. Other systems would require additional software to accomplish this, but not with LawSoft (it’s a built-in feature). The Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) allows Dispatchers to track Officer’s locations and availability status as well as advise them of critical information related to that location. Supported by knowledgeable technicians our support is unsurpassed. Please call us for a demonstration.

Secure Information:

- All data is protected via 168-bit SSL encryption
- Data becomes read-only after a predetermined time and / or by Officers assigned privilege level
- Remote access receives a 2nd layer of encryption and to ensure protection of data

Professional Reports:

- Create professional easy to read Police Reports
- Monthly UCR forms generated in seconds
- Departmental statistics compiled instantly

Mobile Access to Information

LawSoft CAD / RMS can be deployed on your mobile computers and provide officers with real time access to the same information that is being utilized by their dispatcher. Officers will also have the ability to perform Master Name Inquiries and be provided with not only an individual’s history, but their photo, any active TRO’s / FRO’s as well as firearms and prior motor vehicle stops. Officers will also benefit from being able to complete all of their reports right from their patrol vehicle and printing them at the desk inside headquarters.
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